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Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1937

STUDENT RECEIVES
INTERVIEW WITH
HARRY M. WARNER
. "There Is Nothing That Hard
:
Work and Right Thinking
Won't Accomplish"
IS

CINEMA

EXECUTIVE

\ President of Warner Brothers
;
Company

CO-ED DEBATE
ID BE HELD DN
FEBRUAfiY 25

L
ESSAYS GIVEN
PRIZE MEDALS

Receive Degrees

(Complete Campus Coverage)

CONVOCATION HELD
ON FOUNDERS' DAY
IN KNOWLES CHAPEL

SANDSPUfI HAS

i Rollins Women to Meet West
j Virginia U. at Chamber of
Commerce Building

Invocation Pronounced By the
Reverend Ralph W.
Sockman
DEGREES

FEBRUAfiY IB

CHINDAHL, STEUVE TALK

NUMBER 19

PRESENTED

Thomas J. Watson is Principal
Speaker

Monday morning, amid a battery
By JANE WILLARD
of cameras, and to the strains of
To Debate Pi Kappa Delta
;
Before "the tumult and the
the Triumphal' March from Aida,
I Question For This Year
shouting died down" Mr. HenryE s s a y s Read B y Authors at
Dr. Holt Gives Welcoming the Trustees, Honorary Alumni,
Warner, who is a partner in one
Guest Speakers, Faculty, Seniors
E s t a t e of Irving
Address; Comment on
of the country's greatest film
debating team of
and Upper Division Students of
Bacheller
HABBV-IA.
V/AeHie
Journalism
companies, Warner Brothers StuRollins will meet the women's varRollin.s, mai-ehed in to the Knowles
dio, was mobbed on all sides by
Memorial Chapel for the Convocasity team of West Virginia UniIS HELD IN COTMMONS tion exercises in observance of
would-be screen stars who were C O N T E S T A N N U A L E V E N T
I veysity Thursday evening at 8:00
waiting just outside for their
Founders' Day. President Holt
before the New York Club at the
"break" and the usual number of Florida High School Students
Bacheller, Abbott, Gavit Are presided.
Chamber of Commerce Building in
The Invocation was pronounced
Participated
persons who must shake the hand
Speakers
; Orlando.
by the Reverend Ralph W. Sockof a great celebrity. Fortunately
man,
minister of Christ Church,
I
The
Pi
Kappa
Delta
question
I had met him before the ConvocaBy EMILY SHOWALTER
Annually since 1920 a Florida
iwhich they will argue is, "Resolved:
tion Exercises began and had ar- History Pi-ize Contest has been
"I am surprised to see the num- New York City.
Following the Invocation, the
I That Congress Should be Empow- Fred Hanna Acts As Toast- ber of students deciding on Jourranged an interview with him di- held to stimulate a greater inter"Should American Youth Go j ered to Fix Minimum Wages and
master For Dinner
nalism as a career," stated Dr. Rollins A Cappella Choir, accomrectly after the news reels had est among the high school students
to Church?" Is Subject
Hamilton Holt in his welcoming panied by the Leonard String Quar; Maximum Hours for Industry."
been taken of Dr. Holt presentina: of Florida in the study of the history
of
their
state.
This
contest
address to the seventy students ' tet, sang the Chorale, "Jesu, Joy
! Marjorie Chindahl and Marita
Mr. Warner with the degree of
GAVIT IS SPEAKER
is held under the auspices of Rol- P R I Z E S ARE OFFERED ; Steuve will participate on the afand visiting speakers attending i of Man's Desiring".
Doctor of Humanity.
lins
College.
Each
year
the
two
the
annual Sandspur luncheon held I The principal speaker of the
firmative
side
in
the
first
women's
One of the greatest sui^jrises
best competitors are presented gold
last
Friday the 19th in the Bean- ! morning was Mr. Thomas J. WatThe thirty-ninth annual lunch"Advance", a religious monthly, debate held at Rollins in several
• occurred when Dr. Warner became medals, given by Irving BachelI son, president of the International
ery.
is
offering
three
prizes
for
the
eon-meeting
of
the
alumni
was
held
years.
Miss
Chindahl,
a
freshman,
I Business Machines Corp.
Mr.
camera-shy and had to have a re- ler. The contest was run as foi''The art of Journalism is the art
best three essays oh the subject; has distinguished herself as an out- at the College Commons Saturday
! Watson stressed the necessity of
take. "You see," he said to me, |lo
of being interesting," Dr. Holt
"Should American Youth Go To standing speaker, and in a recent noon at 1:00 P. M.
I studying and listening to all that
"how embarrassed I am before the
went on to say, and "I am proud
Any Junior or Senior in an ac- Church?" First prize is $25, sec- tournament with Stetson Univercamera." Now what could he tell credited Florida High School, ond prize is $15, and third prize
Fred Hanna was the toastmaster. of the literary efforts of Rollins ! goes on about us, not only in col\ sity was chosen as the best Rollins President Hamilton Holt was the College." Singling out the impor- I lege, but even as we go through
either public or private, was to I is $10.
(life.
"Do you think a college education
' debater. Marita Stueve has desend two copies of his own essay i Any undergraduate student enfirst
speaker. He introduced Hel- tant men surrounding him, most
is of any great advantage for the
I He congratulated Progressive
on an historic landmark located in rolled in college may enter this bated for Rollins for three years, ene Keywan, vice president of the of whom he had known in the old
movies?"
,
participating
in
many
of
the
most
days of "The Independent", Dr. i Education, saying that if this
the State of Florida to Professor j contest.
student body, who gave a short
"If a college education has widHolt mentioned Ray Standard Ba- I country is to progress, so must its
Alfred J. Hanna at Rollins College I • The type of essays wanted is important inter-collegiate contests,
ened your interests and enabled
greeting from the students.
ker as having the desirable quality education. He declared that the
by January 15, 1937. These essays J best described by the editors of this represented Rollins at the National
you to think both quickly and inTournaments last year and won
Mrs.
Elon H. Hooker explained of not being satisfied with any- 1 future of this country and of all
had to be less than eight hundred ! magazine:
telligently it is of great advantage
• countries is dependejit upon the
words long and had to be type- I "We do not want formal, or con- ' the Sprague Oratorical Contest in the plans and use of the alumnae thing less than the actual facts for
not only in the njovies but in every
his stories, Irving Bacheller as ' education of its people.
written, double-spaced, on one side i ventional, statements, but some- ; 1936.
house at Vassar.
walk of life," he said.
Mr. Watson's idea is for a mass
never having written a mean, unonly of standard sized sheets. Be- j thing real and vital. Many Ameri- ! The team of West Virginia UniJohn Plamer Gavit, associate kind or untruthful word, and John education. If not through college
"Do you recommend training at sides this each competitor had to
a dramatic school before going to give proof of his good character I can young people are going to \ versity is composed of Miss Mar- editor of "The Survey", was the Palmer Gavit as standing for ! in every case, at least through
I church, but many are not.
: tha Jane Williams, who is a senior main speaker.
high school. This plan would take
Hollywood?"
everything that is best.
and of satisfactory scholastic
this year, has been on the debat"By all means. The more ex- standing. After the essays and aH
Luncheon was followed by a busiConditions—Read Carefully
Robert Van Beynum, editor of a great deal of money. How this
ing
team
four
years,
winner
of
the
j
money
can be obtained is hy doperience you have before entering of the information required had
ness
meeting
which
was
conduct1. Essays must not exceed
the Sandspur and toastmaster for
the films the better prepared you been received, the judges decided 1,200 words and must be written State Peace Oratorical Contest and ed by A. J. Hanna, chairman of the the occasion, called on Mr. Bachel- i ing away with as much crime as
member of Delta Sigma Rho Hon- Alumni Council. Reports were giv- ler, who addressed the guests con- I possible. He stated that the nawill be to act."
upon the six best essays and re- neatly or typed on one side of the
orary Speech Fraternity and Miss en by Katherine Lewis, executive cerning the founding of the, first ! tion's crime bill last year was from
"What is the greatest asset for turned them to their owners who paper onyl.
Elizabeth Willetts, who is also a secretary; F. H. Ward, treasurer, American syndicates, which he de- 112 to 15 billions of dollars. This
a movie star to have?" I inquired. memorized them to recite without
2. Sign your essay with a pen senior, has debated three years, and Mr. Hanna, on the alumni fund. veloped and of his early life in the '•• vast sum of money would clothe,
Mr. Warner paused. "I could notes at Irving Bacheller's estate
name and attach it to a sealed en- winner of the State Peace Oratori- He announced the names of the literary field. In telling of his dis- [feed and educate the children of
give you two answers for that only on the nineteenth of February.
velope on which you have written
I don't want to be quoted on the
contributors to the 1937 fund. John coveries and associations with W. this country through the age of
Last Friday these six most suc- your "pen name" and in which you cal Contest and member of Delta
first. It's a one syllable word."
H. Neville spoke on the "Gay W, Jenkins, Joseph Conrad, and a twenty-one. We must, he said, concessful essayists mounted the ros- have enclosed a slip giving your Sigma Rho Honorary Speech FraHis eyes were twinkling as he
Nineties".
score of others whom he had intro- sider the advantages of Education
trum at the "Gate o' the Isles". correct name and address, age, and ' ternity.
over Crime. Business and finansaid that.
Both
teams
include
the
best
deOfficers for the coming year duced to the literary world, BachJoshua G. Chase, president of the
Being a Rollins girl I answered, Florida Historical Society, presid- the name of the school or college baters from both colleges and the were elected. Members of the nomi- eller said "it is wonderful to see cial leaders must cooperate witli
"I think I understand what you ed, and the medals were present- you are attending. Essays with contest will be both interesting and nating committed were Jacob Ga- how quickly genius is recognized." the educators.
He , stressed the importance of
mean." The crowd that had been ed by their donor, Irving Bacheller. correct names will not be accepted.
Bill Abbott, staff writer of the
: unusual. All persons interested zan, chairman, Orpha Hodson,
gathering about us laughed and The lucky six for 1937 are as folFrank Parsons, and Douglass W. Tampa Tribune, encouraged the the spiritual side of life and the
3. The contest is now open. ! are welcome to attend.
"Dr." Warner hastened to his other lows, essay, author of town:
Potter. The newly elected officers would-be journalists among the need of more Adult Education.
Start now to write your essay.
Dr. Watson concluded his adpoint. "The ability to follow the
are Rex Beach '97, President, Asa students present when he told of
"Fort Clinch", Robert O. de Closing date, April 15, 1937.
advice of those that have had more
Jennings, '30, Vice-President, Kath- the possibilities of securing a job dress by saying that we will meet
Vette, Fernandina.
people who have never heard of
traiinng and experience."
4
Judges
will
be
announced
in
arine
Lewis
'27,
executive
secrein
the
journalistic
field
and
of
the
"Founding of Fort Lauderdale",
Due to the excessive demands on Frances Linfors, Fort Lauderdale. the February issue of Advance.
tary, and Frederic H. Ward, '21, interesting life of a newspaper Rollins College. Its background
his time the interview was broken
treasurer.
man. "It is hard work," he said, and its reputation depends upon its
"Braden Castle", Thelma Gray, The decision of the judges is final.
graduates. Therefore act accordup.
However, Dr. Warner kindly Bradenton.
The executive committee of the "fifteen hours a day at $25 a week
5. All essays received become
ingly.
consented to come to the college in
Alumni Council are A;. J. Hanna with many bawling outs from the
"Burlow Plantation", John Piku- the property of Advance and will
"Worship of God in Nature" by
the afternoon. By chance I discov- la, Daytona Beach.
editor
but
the
rewards
of
being
a
'
1
7,
Chairman,
Robert
Robertson
not be returned unless requested
ered he would be at Carnegie at
'34, Helen Steinmetz '04, William newspaper man in the friends you Beethoven, was then sung as a
"Millenville Avenue, Sanford", and unless they are accompanied
two-thirty. I arrived eawly and Helen Chapman, Sanford.
; Discussion Sponsored B y Pi M. Davis, Jr. '29, Rebecca Coleman make are worth it." Mr. Abbott solo, by Walter Mills, baritone.
by
a
stamped
self-addressed
enThe conferring of honorary detook possession of his hat which
Gamma Mu
Holt *35, Chairman Social Commit- went on to say that in writing a
"Fort Brooke", Margret Hope velope. Advance will pay $5.00 for
he had left there and as soon as
tee, and Paula Dommerich Seinden- story .you must "let it write itself. grees by the President was the
Borchardt, Tampa.
any non-prize-winning essay which
he appeared lured him behind the
Don't try to stop it. After its I next portion of the program.
burg, Chairman Alumni Fund.
From these the two that were it may publish at any time.
i
PROFESSORS S P E A K
Immediately
preceding
each
book stacks in the library. A
The Class Secretaries are: 1926, started that's all you need to worry
selected the medal winners were
Send essays to: Essay Contest
award, a short biographical sketch
typical reporter trait as \e
ob-,
Thelma Gray, who was unable to Editor, "Advance", 14 Beacon j This morning during the regu- Catherine Young; 1928, Gertrude about."
sei-ved.
Ward Barnum; 1932, Lucille TobJohn Palmer Gavit, associate with a word as to each man's acbe present on account of illness, Street, Boston, Mass.
i lar assembly period. Pi Gamma son Moore.
complishments, was given by the
"How are the great actors and and John Pikula.
Continued on page 2, col. 3)
I Mu, honorary fraternity of social
public orators. The Public Orators
actresses discovered?" I asked
j relations, sponsored a panel diswould then present the men to the
him, anxious not to waste any
i cussion of the present controverPresident who would in turn confer
time.
[sial question concerning the Suthe degree. Dr. William R. O'Neal
"By playing to the best of their
preme Court.
presented Col. Frank Knox for a
ability no matter how small the
degree of Doctor of Literature.
Has the President the right to
pai-t."
Dr. Richard Burton presented Mr.
pack the Supreme Court without
"Do the regular stars have a
By PAUL PARKER
that has been done, and after
fled before the stentorian shoutBy FRANCES PERPENTE
Harry Morris Warner for the dethe consent of the people; is he
chance to choose their own
The presentation in the Annie eral turnings of the tables has the
Great crowds of rain-caught peo- ings of a martial-appearing gen- overstepping his power, or does he
gree of Doctor of Humanities.
"When they are exceptionally ple • swarmed under cover at the tleman whose name, they said in
hero
and
heroine
emerge
triumRussell Theatre of the three-act
Dean Arthur D, Enyart presented
have the perspective to see that comedy, "The Bishop Misbehaves", phant.
good they sometimes do. But it theatre and the chapel, and hur- awed whispers, was Weinberg.
Reverend Ralph W. Sockman fov
his proposed move is a wise one ? as a feature of the current Foundhas been our experience that all of ried, unanswered questions filled
Order began to flicker faintly
Under the very capable direction the degree of Doctor of HumaniThese
were
some
of
the
questions
• those who considered that they the wet air. No one knew any- through chaos. The Dean arrived,
ers' Week program proved a happy of Mr. Donald Allen, to whom
ties. Mr. Fritz J. Frank presentknew more than the studio fail thing, no one could answer any- looking, • curiously enough, as under discussion.
circumstance throughout. Assur- credit should also be given for the
ed Lord David Davies to the PresiThe speakers were Dr. Chalmers, ed, by virtue of this distinction, of
in their own selections."
one, thunder crashed, a rising wind though he wished this would go on
well-executed sets, a carefully se"How does a scenario writer be- swept uneven scutters of leaves up for a long, long time. He found Dr. Martin, and Professor France. capacity houses on both evenings lected group of the RolHns Student dent for the degree of Doctor of
Humanities and Mr. Halstead W.
It will be of vital interest to all
come successful?"
to the theatre doors, and the us a car to get to Rec Hall in. Our students to watch the progress of of its run. the play clicked with Players fashioned Frederick Jack- Caldwell presented Mr. Hendrick
"Although there are no set rules Dean's telephone line was perking faith in humanity, in Rollins, in
precision.
son's script into a finished pro- F. van Vlissingen for the degree
for wi-iters the main thing is sin- wildly and red hot under the fren- the Dean, sprang up like flowers in j this movement—it is history in the
Structurally slow in tempo, the duction.
of Doctor of Law. Following the
cerity in your work. The most suc- zied succession of calls.
the spring. We knew that all ' making.
play is written around one chafIn the role that Walter Connolly conferring of degrees, each man
cessful concentrate on what they
would
go
well,
that
the
Animated
acter, an elderly and saintly Bishop created on Broadway, George Call to receive a degree gave a brief
We were marooned at the theaare doing and don't try to write tre in the midst of a watery waste. Magazine would be stupendously
whose mischievous ambition it has did a piece of work deserving of response.
for a lot of other people at the We wanted to get to Rec Hall successful, that the universe was
been to put into practice many high praise. For there is a deThe Rollins A Cappella Choir
same time. There is nothing that where we should have gone in the an ordered one, that the Dean was
principles of sleuthing gleaned termination lodged in lay minds
hard work and right thinking won't first place but hadn't. We tried wonderful, that Prexy was wonderfrom the extensive reading of de- that Bisops, however indiscreet for then sang To Music by Schubert.
Mr. Newton Pendleton Yowell
accomplish."
ful.
.
.
It
rained
down
our
neck,
tective
fiction.
Ac(^ompanied
by
his
to find an umbrella. There were
the moment, must be fat. Relying
very quiet an dsteadfastly demure largely upon his own winning per- presented Dr. William R. O'Neil to
none. We considered taking off our feet were wet and we sniffed
Mr. Warner himself, is an exambe awarded the Rollins Decoration
On Tuesday, February 23, the sister, he stumbles one night upon sonality, George characterized the
shoes and going barefoot, but cheerfully as we dashed into Rec
ple of what he was Stressing. He
of Honor for distinguished and unHeritage
Conference an ugly "pub" taproom in which shrewd and tumorous Bishop with
reconsidered. There was the ever- Hall and began with gusto at the Literary
is a sincere, hard worker and right
selfish service.
immaculate Mr. Collinson, who, wrong end of the program. The group, directed by Dr. Helen Cole^ there has just been a hold-up and quiet and unassuming dignity.
thinker. He is not the hard boiled
The final award was the Algerrobbery. Exhausting the clues left
although he had in reality been presses clanged out, the editors met at 4 p. m.
executive you might expect him to
Outstanding among those in the non Sydney Sullivan Medallion to
and
the
publisher
sprang-into
acby
the
criminals,
the
Bishop
trampled into a pulp by the first
The discussion, "The Spanish
be. There is no one more thoughtsupporting cast were Davitt Felder Mr. Ray Stannard Baker, otherwise
onslaught of humanity-seeking- tion, and the Animated Magazine Picaresque Novel", was directed by snatches the swag which had been
ful and understanding of the young
s Red Eagan, the cockney tender known as David Grayson.
cover, looked as though he had just galloped athletically to climax aft- Professor Antonio Gonzales Lamb concealed there, and leaves to lure
college students and their probThe Alma Mater was sung by
the gang to his Palace. Succeed- f the "pub"; Walter Royall as the
lissed his valet. Meadows, with er climax. (Note: We heard Dr. of Rollins College.
lems. Perhaps it is because he has
ing in his stratagem the Bishop lervously decaying Mr. Brooke, the entire congregation, following
_jrt nod. We asked Mr. Collin- Sockman and Dr. Chalmers three
The
meeting
was
open
to
the
four charming young ones of his
faithful secretary to the Bishop; •which the Benediction was proproceeds
to
right
all
the
wrong
son's advice. He looked at us in(Continued on page Z, col. 6)
public.
own,
*
(Continued on page 2, col. 4) i nounced by«Dean Campbell.

\ m CONTEST S
OPEN TO STUDENTS

MEETING
HELD SATURDA!

GOURT DISCUSSED

Reporter Tells of Experiences That
She Encountered at Animated Magazine

Literary Heritage
Group Held Meeting
Led By Helen Cole

Review of ^'The Bishop Misbehaves^'
Given by Student; Praises Diction

THE

Comments On The Week's News
By FRED LIBERMAN

INTRiUDAL SING
GIVEN THUDSDAY

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Student Criticizes
Favorably Second
Student Production
(Continued frcm page 1, col. 6)

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1937

Tells of Experiences That
FESTIVAL TO 8E Reporter
She Encountered at Animated Magazine
2
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

(Note: Because the readers o] death when a scaffold on the GoldI Marcelle Hammond as the gaudy
the Sandspur have complained ol en Gate broke, while three stunt E a c h O r g a n i z a t i o n Allowed j Mrs. Waller; and Patricia Guppy Members of College ad High
School Participate
the fact that this column has beer fliers were killed in a crash at the
Two Songs
! as the Bishop's quiet but couratoo narrow in its scope, your col airport in Corpus Christi, Texas.
I gsous sister. Lady Emily Lyons.
umnist today inaugurates a change
Disaster further spread to the S M I T H , H O N A A S J U D G E ; Dorothy Manwaring as the ingenue, DIRECTED BY HELEN R.\E
in policy. Suggestions and criti Southwest, when dust storms swept
I Hester Grantham, was both lovely
cisms will be welcomed.)
through Kansas, Colorado, Texas
On Thursday evening, February ! and capable. Carl Howland and
Widdicombe Fair, an old Fn<rNews Tour of the World
and Oklahoma, leaving them under 25, the Independents will sponsor Bonar Collinson as Donald MeaWashington, D. C—President a blanket of top soil.
lish Folk Festival, directed by Helan Intramural Sing for the sorori- dow, the good-looking young man,
Roosevelt's demand for a inncn
But at least the flood crest has ties on campus.
[ and Guy Waller, the blustering en Rae of the Rollins College facin the number of Supreme Court passed down the Mississippi withEach organization will be allow- ' self-made man, respectively, were ulty, will be presented under the
justices met with increased opposi- out doing any such damage as it
auspices of the Winter Park High
ed two songs, one preferably a fra- ' convincing.
tion last week.
did in the Ohio valley area.
ternity song, the other optional. i One compliment that can be paid School P.-T. A. on Tuesday, March
JVhile the members of the CabiIn Europe.—Britain has under- Any group wishing to present
the actors is that every line ut- 2, at 8:15 P. M., in the High
net and the House of Represe
taken the greatest and most ex- elty features
t o b e allowed to dp *^^'^*^ "^^^ ^^^^^' »"<^ distinct. This ] School Auditorium.
tives in the majority favor the pensive rearmament plan ever de- so, if they have made pre-arrange- has not always been true of student
This entertainment will take its
proposal, state legislatures
vised in time of peace. She has ments with the committee.
productions, and therefore should \ audience back to the countryside
fighting hammer and tong against nouncd that the movement will cost
I of Merrie England a few hundred
The judges will be Rhea Smith be mentioned.
it.
her seven billtpn dollars and will and Christopher Honaas. The basis
! years ago, in tlie pay spring-f ime
Also of interest is the fact that take five years to complete.
of which Chaucer and the EHzaon which the singing will be judged
Labor, led by the A. F. of L.
Labor leaders of Parliament is to be left to the judges' discreI bethans loved to write, the season
John Lewis' C. I. O. have lined up raised their voices in objection, tion.
when the lasses and lads put on
behind the President, while the N; because the plan also calls for the
1 their gayest attire and joined in
The second half of the Sing, in
tional Grange is heading a large borrowing of two million dollars.
, the maypole and country dances nf
which the men's fraternities are
group of farmers taking a definite
Uncle Sam is one of those most to compete, will take place at a
their local Fair. Widdicombe Fair
stand against the plan.
keenly interested in this action, later date. The plan of having an
will present all the color and pagDespite the many compror
especially since it is a part of intramural sing is a comparatively
entry of such an occasion—mayplans forwarded to heal the rift, "his" naval policy to maintain naval I new one at Rollins, being sponsored
poles, traditional "Robin Hood"
which grows daily, the President parity with Britain.
by Lib»a liast year for the first R o l l i n s C h o i r a n d R e a d e r s t o characters, sports, dances (both the
refuses any suggestion of amendReproduce Service
! social country dances, and the cereThough Britain's Chancellor of
ing his proposal.
the Exchequer, Chamberlain, reI monial Morris), songs; and the
It is under the leadership of NelMeanwhile, the labor situation fused to name any single power
[ young people who take part in
son Marshall, Sue Terry, Emily
becomes more desperate. Assured against whicb this rearmament is
SECOND
IN
S E R I E S I them, who will be played by memHerzfeld, and Davitt Felder that I S
of administration support and sens- aimed, it is generally believed that
•
i bers of the Rollins Folk dance
the Independent? have organized
ing a break down in legal process Germany, Italy and Japan were
Next Sunday, February 28th. | *«=>" ^''t' ^^ students of the Winthese coming programs.
in various sections of the country, those the British had in mind
following thc Morning Meditation ' *"' '""'•^ ' ' ' « ' ' School,
strikers grow in numbers.
when they proposed the plan.
service, the Chapel Choir with a ' The setting will be designed hy
John Lewis' United Mine WorkSpain.—The fighting continued
group of the ushers and four stu- i J ° ' ' " ^ae, of the Rollins . \ r t Deers of America took steps to oust in Spain between the Government
dent readers will motor to Tamna I Partment. Walter Royall will be
A. F. of L. President William forces' and the insurgents, but not
to give the second of a series of ; "^^ ^ ' ' ' ° ' ^ ' ^°'' *<^ ^°"B^Green from their organization, of much along this line was accomreproductions of the Knowles' Tickets can be purchased from
which he has been a member since plished. But some European counCharlotte Cadman, Lakeside, RolMemorial Chapel service.
G)
1890.
The move is in retaliation, tries claim, apparently with some (Continued fron
On the evening of the s
day lins College; reserved section 50c
as Green helped to bring about the authenticity, that the Spanish regeneral
admission 25c. Proceeds
suspension of the C. I. 0. unions. public is at last really at its last editor of the Survey, gave an in- the group will repeat thi
' " ' ' " ^ " !are for the benefit'of the Wintei
in St. Petersburg,
Lewis, at the same time, made stand.
teresting account of his early life
be a t | P a ^ k P . - T . A.
The
Tampa
service
wi
demands on the mine operatorr;
At the same time, a new non- as a newspaper man and went one
o'clock in the First Baptist
•—
asking for a thirty hour week and intervention pact was drawn up, step further than Dr. Holt in say- j 4:00
r;>,„j.(.u
The choir in vestments
a minimum yearly wage of twelve which forbids the shipment of vol- ing the art of Journalism is thei , ] | v,^
hundred dollars for the mine work- unteers bound for Spain. France, art of being interested rather than ! p, )e under the direction of Prof.
topher 0. Honaas, and acers.
however, is very skeptical and of being interesting for, he went on '
I companied by Prof. Herman F.
Moving away from the field of strongly intimates that if this fails to say, "if you are not interested
I Siewert, organist. The sermon will
labor, we find that the President
will resort to force to keep the you can not possibly hope to in[be delivered by the Rev. William
plans to take steps to alleviate the Spanish republic alive.
terest anyone else." Mr. Gavit |H. Denney. Jr.. assistant to thc
Forced to postpone her original
conditions of the farmers. Farm
Germany.—Adolf Hitler once constructively criticized the Sand- I Dean of the Chapel.
engagement in the Annie Russell
tenancy and crop insurance are the again declared he was for peace. spur in its circulation department
1 Following the Tampa sei-vice, the
main points the President has in
and in the fact that the paper I Rollins group will be entertained Theatre, Miss Frances Homer last
; time the occasion was ar
mind.
should contain more of the spirit of I at a dinner in St. Petersburg, aft- night appeared in her sketches of
ternational gathering of world
"Ladies of Destiny".
In two messages, he declared veterans at Madrid, where four the college and should be constantj er which th^y will present a serthat less than half the farmers of teen countries were represented ly discussing college problems in
Miss Homer gave sketches jf
1 vice at the First Congregational
the U. S. own the land they till and The Nazi chief said that a new war ts pages. Praising Rollins Dr.
Queen Isabella of Spain, Nell
Church of that city. This service
recommended that Congress should would be a catastrophe for all
Gavit said, "investigating Rollins which will be similar to the after- Gwynn, Lady Hamilton, May Fitforward not only prompt action to
College, I have found a larger p^rt nono service, will begin at 7:30. ton and Josephine Bonaparte.
help these distressed Americans,
Her appearance was the fifth
of the student body with a serious The offerings at the two services
Mexico. — Mexicans
went
but should also pass legislation church unmolested in Vera Cruz for purpose in their studies than in any
event in the Annie Russell Series.
will be used to help defer the excalling for the insurance of crops, the first time in years when t
A complete review of her perother college."
pense of th^ trip.
to begin with the 1938 wheat crop. government lifted the ban a
formance will be given in next
Special guests attending the
After the close of the evening week's Sandspur.
Incidentally, returning for a
luncheon were Mrs. Charles Coopithdrew the troops and police,
service
the
group
will
return
to
moment to the C. I. 0., Governor
Back to New York.—Young Mar- er, Mr. Ray Stannard Baker, Mrs.
Winter Park.
Hoffman of New Jersey declared
; Muntyan of Brooklyn, hailed Emilie Cass, Mr. John Martin,
that he would call out all his re- her father into court last week be- members of the Orlando Sentinel
sources, should that group try in cause he objected to her going out Star staff and members of the
his state to duplicate their unioni- nights. The judge reprimanded Publications Union.
zation drive which caussd so much the father and called him too oHtrouble in Michigan and Indiana. fashioned. Now papa has mended
The "Committee for the PreserLoss of life last week due to ac- his ways and there are no hard
vation of Tradition at St. Mary's
cident was heavy. Five marines feelings in the Muntyan home.
University" proclaimed
recently
and their commanding officer were
that shaves, haircuts, baths and
The season's third concert of the
killed, while many others were inany other similar marks of civili- Symphony Orchestra of Central
jured, when a shell exploded as it
If you can wiggle your ears, you zation would be outlawed during Florida at Winter Park will be
was being loaded into a gun on the have a little of the ape-man in
when you want ice cream.
exam week.
given on Wednesday evening, FebU. S. S. Wyoming.
I you says Prof. H. R. Hunt of the
Wherever you see it, you
ruary 24, at 8:15 P. M. in the High
can be sure of getting the
Ten workers plunged to their zoology department at Michigan
School
Auditorium.
Under
the
diquality ice cream of the
A "No Cigarette Bumming
State College. Pre-historic man
South.
Taste Southern
rection of Mr. Alexander Bloch, the
Dairies and you will unhad,to wiggle his ears to sharpen League" has been formed on the program will include:
derstand why it is the
his sense of hearing. Muscles em- campus of Louisiana State UniverElgar—"Serenade for Strings".
South's
largest-selling
ice
sity.
League
members
promised
ployed in this action are a definite
Bach—"Concerto in D Minor"
JEWELER
not to bum or be bummed from.
inheritance from him.
Bumming of "drags" is permitted. for two violins; soloists Claudelle
McCreary and Broadus Earle.
the Sealtest Saturday night
Merchandise Eternal
Beethoven — "Pastoral"
Symo Party—8 P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC
Flu can't even stop University phony No. 6 in F MajorExpert Swiss Bracelet
of Minnesota students from wooWatch Repairing
ing. Men in the isolation ward sent
Expert Service
the girls across the hall ice cream
Colonial Store
KENDALL
cones in appreciative acknowledgethe 2000 mile oil
ment of a set of paper dolls.
Phone 402

CHAPEL SERVICE
GIVEN IN TAMPA

John Palmer Gavit,
Irvinj? Bacheller
Speak at Luncheon

Miss Frances Homer
Gives Sketches of
"Ladies of Destiny"

Symphony Orchestra LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
Gives Third Concert
Wednesday Evening

Like Lord Davies, Thomas J.
times and we still think they were
Watson, Pi-esident of the Intel-nagood.)
The speakers dashed madly from tional Business Machines Corporacover to cover, a bit harried and tion, spoke of peace, and he emhorase. but good-humored. They phasized the responsibility of the
made the same jokes three times, individual to himself and to others.
The field of science was repreand were obliged to look each
time as though "ha, ha, this is a sented by Dr. Elon Hooker, civil
good one. now". In Rec Hall they engineer and industrial chemist,
dealt with poor acoustics; in the whose topic, **An Adventure in Rechapel they spoke majestically from search", told of the establishment
the pulpit; in the theatre they were of a research corporation, founded
subjected to two enormou*; light«, by Dr. Frederick Cottresseach as large as a small sun, and
Agnes Mathis Cherry's dramatic
a clicking moving picture camera. reading of "The Pioneer Mother",
The contents of the Magazine may be placed with the rendition
were varied. The audiences wero of her own poems, '*Ann Hutchinoffered contrasts such as t h a t be- son" and "Moll o' the Pitcher", by
tween Dr. F. H. Fentener van Vlis- Theda Kenyon. Each had both
singen's "First Steps Toward In- dramatic and poetic value.
ternational Economic CollaboraDr. Sockman's reading from his
tion", and Marjorie Rinnan Raw- own book, "Morals of Tomorrow",
ling's tender story of a child, "A j emphasized the supremacy of man
Mother in Mannville". Dr. van over nature. Dr. Sockman is a
Vlissengen is the president of the compelling speaker, and is th-j minInternational Chamber of Com- ister of Christ Church, New York
merce. He considered trade and
Dr. Thomas Chalmers of the
money matters from an interna- Rollins faculty, spoke vividly and
tional viewpoint. Mrs. Rawlings is sympathetically on "The Historic
well known as an author of Florida Background of *Gone With the
stories and of the best-selling Wind'."
ovei, "South Moon Under".
Jessie Rittenhous*" Scollard editAs great were the contrasts be- ed a poetry page in which for the
tween Editor Charles B. Driscoll's first time in Animated Magazine
leading editorial on "Buried Treas- history, undergraduates took part.
ure", and Countess Alexandra TolEveryone was exhausted Sunday
stoy's impassioned defense of her night, but we all felt very righfather's ideals in her talk on "The teous if a bit water-logged. The
Relation of Leo Tolstoy's Philoso- Magazine was a success!
phy to Communism": between Lord
(P. S.—Owing to the press of
David Davies' "America and An In- circumstance which sent us zipping
ternational Police Force", a plea from pulpit to platform, we have
for intelligent peace measure, and been forced to depend upon Mr.
"The Hon-c is Vanishing Again", j Lee and the Orlando Sentinel for
a humorous sketch by Nina Wil- I all of this review except the first
cox Putnam.
part, jvhich was fun.)

Frances Slater Shop
SAN ,IUAN HOTEL. ORLANDO

Tailor Types
Go Everywhere
Anytime

$12.95
Fashion has a passion for
the simple dress. Infinitely youthful "Inbetween"
dresses that look right
every hour of the day. We
are mad about our new
Tailor-Types. They fill the
bill exactly. Simple and
perfectly tailored by man
tailors.

Grover Morgan

250 PARK AVE., WINTEJt PARK

ANDY'S GARAGE

For Your Own Good!

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

HOUGH'S
FOOD MARKET
Quality ~- Service

We have an expert radio repairman who is experienced on all types of radios.
Tubes tested free.

WINTER PARK ELECTRIC SHOP
Day and Night Service on Radios
Phone: Day 29—Night 204

fHEY LOVE..AS A N EMPIRE ROCKS!
Thrill as Tyione Power.. .the screen's
new sensation... makes love to beautiful Madeleine Carroll!

BUICK
and

Better Washing - Polishing - Greasing

PONTIAC

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

February 24, 19:37
Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla;
Dear Rollins College Students:
NEWS FROM LONDON TOWN. Miss Louise Hender.son who has but just recently returned from dear
old London where she supervised the famous Yardley
Shop in Old Bond Street, is at DICKSON-IVES Co.smetic Bar for special consulation. Miss Henderson,
a charming and personable Beautician, stated the
English woman prizes her ancestral jewels, and she
insures those jewels with Lloyds, she entrusts thc
protection of her beauty to the House of Yardley.

FOR
Two Fine Cars

Tire and Battery Service

FINE USED CARS
FreddieBARTHOLOMEW
«»d Madeleine C A R R O L L
w-(i sm GUY STANDING
TYRONE POWER
C AUBREY SMITH • VIRGINIA FIEU)
AND A MAMMOTH CAST
A 20tli Century-Fox ftcture

Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.

SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY

330 N Orange

B A B Y GRAND T H E A T R E

Orlando

COLLEGIANS
Use Our Cash and Carry Station
348 E. Park Ave., Winter Par],
Phone 418

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
French Dry Cleaners

The Formal Opening of Sanlando Springs on Saturday, February 27th . . . 3 o'clock . . . sponsored by
the Junior Welfare Association, promises to be one
of the outstanding social events of the spring season . . . if you're attending . . . everyone that really
matters will . . . bedeck yourself out smartly in DICKSON-IVES new beach attire.
A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER
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THE

Anglo-American Affairs
Discussed by Dr. Martin
By JANE WILLARD
The British Commenwealth and the United States are so vast in
population area and important in economic value that the reactions
to each other necessarily effect the whole earth. Their size and power
is the dominant factor
international relations. Fortunately for the
world these two power are brought together. Their language, literature, religion are the ime. , Their preachers change pulpits. There
»re separate organizations for bringing the Americans and English
together such as the English Speaking Union and the Pilgrims Society
All this is valuable but not determinating.
England as far back as the Civil!
=^
War declared that good relations | cerned with two matters. First,
must be maintained at all costs. | is an island not self-feeding
Walter Page, tjie American ambas- must be kept open for suppli<
sador to England, said, "they are Second, there must
anxious for the hearty good will I navy to defend those 1
of the United States". Sir Samuel j are as England was when the chanHoare in the House of Commons nel was a moat, we have two
said, "let there never be a govern- | oceans. It is an easy matter to
ment that will not maintain the j maintain friendly relations except
excellent relations and friendship ! for trade. We both trade around
of the United States which is es- i the world. It is only in regard to
sential to the whole world. We | this do we differ. For trade relamust expect no more of our Ameri- i tions alone was our navy built,
can friend; than they are able to | Wilson stood strongly for freedom
contribute. Let us be thankful for j of the seas. At the close of the
have and will war when England was against
maintain. We differ on many small this principal Howe wenthome and
respects but are unlikely to differ said we would build a navy second
on any big issues."
to none. This has been done pri- Head of Music Department At
New Jersey Conservatory
England has given concrete evi- marily to enforce England on the
dence of this desire. She had a American doctrine of freedom - o^
treaty with Japan which she valued the seas. Now a paradox of the S I E W E R T WILL PLAY
highly. America, Canada,
^ij times has occurred. England once
Australia protested against
jealous of her naval strength, toAt the Organ Vespers this aftAmerica regarded it as a u
not only welcomes th(
ernoon at B:00 o'clock. Miss Adewith an alien power that might be [ as her equal but encourages the laide Ahrling, soprano of N^w
a menace. England in 1932 begged I U- S. to surpass her. The second York City, will sing the aria "Hear
a courteous goodby to Japan. I Paradox is the U. S. desire to re- Ye Israel", from Mendelssohn's
America was troubled over the | nounce the freedom of the-seas and "Elijah".
Irish question. Many Irish-Ameri- instead of fighting for it will stop
Miss Ahrling is a graduate of
complained to Washington. a-H ships from leaving port in case the Institute of Musical Art of ,__.
It was thought that a settlement of another
On both sides Juillard School of Music and the
of the home rule would not only the reversal has
for good Alviene University School of th
be a credit to Engknd but would feelings.
lessen trouble in our Capitol.
In 1931 England was driven off . For five years Miss Ahrling
Therefore England made conces- the gold standard. John Bull hung ! a member of the' famous A Capsions, costly, many thought dan- his head in shame. America, later,: pella Madrigal Choir of sixty segerous, to give satisfaction to the to protect her trade and to de-[lected voices, directed by MargueUnited States. England was con- throne gold for a short time, left rite Dessoff
cerned with the hostile attitude of the standard to establish the ounce | For three years she was head of
the U. S. press towards their ac- at $35. At first competition was |the Music Department of the New
tions in India. A delegation was bad with
^ 'espect to foreign ex-| Jersey United Conservatory of
sent
' to explain their position, change in regard to trade. But the ' Music. On January 30th of this
attitude changed when ! reduced value of the dollar favored year she was soloist at the Pres'
her delegates attended the two - American trade. In later months dent's
"
Birthday Ball in Convention
London conferences in which the j five dollars became about equal Hall, Asbury Park, New Jersey.
Indian representatives struggled with the pound. England discovThis afternoon. Miss Ahrling
for weeks to frame a constitution, 'ered their trade was not damaged
will be accompanied by Prof. HerOf late there hsa been no hostile at- I but aided by the change. She, not
man P. Siewert, organist, who has
titude I the American press. Great 1 the U. S., is hesitant
I announced the entire program
Britain is sensitive to A'merican to the gold standard. The coopera- 'foil,
reactions and seriously takes into tion of France, England and the
i. Prelude in A minor (Bach).
consideration U. S. attitude.
United States has returned for the
2. Hymn to th' Stars (KargWhen Congress established a first time since the war to such a 'Elept).
discrimination in Panama tolls in happy spirit of conditions.
j 3. Praeludium (Jarnefelt).
favor of the U. S. Wilson and all
Can America m future years
4. Trilogy, "Faith. Hope and
America declared it was a breach unite more closely with England! Love" (Mueller)-(a) A Song of
desire ; Faith (tunes, "Olivett" and "St.
of a previous treaty with England. I ^s the league support*
Col. Howe was sent to London to P'he League of Nations is the c
Catherine"); (b) A Song of Hope
meet privately Gray, foreign min- "erstone of British foreign pol
("The Last Hope" and "Amstergotiate best dam"); (c) A Song of Love ("St.
ister. He explained that Wilson | Through it shi
was going to repeal the CongreS' with her own dominions in regard Margaret" and "Martyn").
to
war
and
peace.
It
also
enables
sional Law and requested that Eng5. Hear ye, Israel, from "Eliher to pursue her policy in regard jah" (Mendelssohn).
land make no agitation in favor
its repeal less it prove fatal to the to smaller nations. England is tne
Adelaide Ahrling, soprano.
opinion of the American pedpje. | "atural enemy of any nation deOverture to "Phedre" (MasIt must be made to appear as' a , ^^^i^oying the smaller countries. Is j genet-Kraft).
spontaneous gift to justice. More | America able to follow this policy ?
recently the House of Commons I At the present moment it looks as
The "Hell Week" practice at
charged Baldwin with not 'havin.:; I if regional security is her interest, Noi-thwestern University has been
sought the opinion of the U. S. on i America has made a collective se- severely circumscribed and rethe embargo of oil to Italy. Where- curity south of the Rio Grande, stricted by resolution of the interupon he stated that the worse pos- mostly with small nations. Europe fraternity council.
sible means of securing cooperation is now moving toward a regional
in a matter requiring legislation agreement of collective security.
from Congress would have been to Maybe Japan and Russia will be
left to fight it out between themask it.
An official action of England selves. Europe is moving toward
and remember
a
reorganized ppace.
must always be friendly towards
"Beauty is a
Duty"
the U. S. Their opinion is homoThe names of two University of
genious whereas ours is divided. Pennsylvania girls appeared by
Tf there is education to be done accident on the list of men of that
it is on this side of the Atlantic. institution accepted for fraternity
The policy of England is con- rushing.

SINGS AT
EVENINCJSPEBS

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

MISS J, GENIUS
ELECTED TRUSTEE

Named Trustee

Countess Tolstoy Gives
Interview to Student

By WARREN GOLDSMITH
Countess Alexandra Tolstoy is a fascinating person with an i teresting life story. She is the youngest and the favorite daughter
the great author, Count Leo Tolstoy, and she not only lived with h
until his death, but was his secretary.
The Counxess did not leave RuS'
STUDIED AT R O L L I N S
during
Revolution. Sh( fering break her spirit, she started
s in command of a hospital unit a school for her 150 fellow prisonElection of Miss Jeannettp Moi
the front when the Kerensky ers, which proved to be so successGenius, of New York and Chicap o.
I government came into power. Lat' ful that she was releas-d from
as a member of the Board of Ti u .
^ or, when she went to Moscow, the prison. Her philanthropic activitees of Rollins College, has be, n
I Soviets were in control. Because ties did not stop here, however, for
announced by President Hamilton
I-he was a member of the nobility upon Her release she was furnished
Holt.
j md possessed much wealth, the with money with which to start
In naming Miss Genius a trusj Communist Government took all kinderkarten work and to maintain
tee, another historic tradition has
her money and seized all her prop- three Tolstoy museums.
been established as she is a granderty.
Countess Tolstoy had hoped to
daughter of Charles H. Morse, in-'
The Countess was not only a spread the principles of Christiandustrialist,
philanthropist,
and
J E A N H t T T L OE^
Pacifist, but an ardent Democrat. ity throughout her prison school,
founder of the Fairbanks-Morse
I ^he gave the Tolstoy estate and but she was forced into spreading
and Co., who was a trustee of RolI it's land to the peasants, and fought atheistic propaganda by means of
from 1909 until his death m
' against the repressive doctrines of
hool's influence. For th:s
1921.
j the tsars.
reason, and due to her anti-ComI Being greatly opposed to the munist ideas, she left Russia and
Miss Crenlus is a graduate of
! Communist Regime and it's scorn lived in Japan until 1931. She
Dana Hall and Pine Manor Junior
jof religion, the Countess organized then came to the United States,
College ot Wellesley, Mass., and
I a school on her father's plantation
d lectured in both these countries
has done special work in Rollins
I where she taught Christianity.
order to earn her living.
College and Columbia University.
There is something infinitely paShe has been active in women's Sermon Dealt With Subject I This, of course, was a daring act,
since all Russian schools a t that thetic in the fact that Countess
civic affairs in Chicago and is a
Of Progress
time were teaching Atheism.
Tolstoy, once a great lady on her
member of the board.of directors
Although she engaged in no po- father's Russian estate, is now
of the American Critetion Society. CHAPEL ciHoTR S I N G S
litical activities during the Revo- running a chicken farm in ConnecHer grandfather, Charles H.
lution, she was accused of counter- ticut, and is obliged to deliver lecMorse, went to Chicago in 1858 to
establish a branch of the E. and
On Sunday, February 21, it was revolutionary plotting, and was tures in order to support herself.
Despite her hard life, her bitter
T. Fairbanks Scale Company. Six
pleasure to welcome the Rever- sentenced to three years in a prison
years later he went to Cincinnati
d Ralph W. Sockman, D.D., to camp. In her book entitled "I past experiences, her present somewhere he became the head of the
e pulpit of Knowles Memorial Worked for the Soviet", the Coun- what unfortunate position in
firm of Fairbanks-Morse and Com- Chapel. Dr. Sockman is minister tess vividly describes the horrors i America, and the fact that sha
pany. Although he came to WinChrist Methodist Episcopal of this prison life, which she en- I would be immediately killed should
dured.
she return to her native land.
ter Park as early as 1881, he did Church of New York City.
Instead of letting her bitter suf- Countess Tolstoy has retained her
not establish a permanent home
The sermon dealt with the subp-reat strength of character which
here until 190B. Later he became ject of progress, and the followine;
a heavy investor in Winter Park sentence can easily be taken as the Lincoln read the Litany. The reveals itself in her energy, seproperties, a builder of the town, key sentence: "Let us not to so other student readers were Paul renity, and in her spiritual calm.
and a generous benefactor of Rol- wedded to the past that we turn our Twachtman and Charlotte Steinbacks to present day opportunities, hans ('30). Miss Sue Harvard, well
Harvard, Yale and the UniverMiss Genius and her brother pre- nor so far seeing that we neglect known soprano, sang "Open The sity of Chicago have the largest
sented to Rollins College a painting the present and live entirely in the Gates of the Temple", by Knapp, endowment funds of any of the
of Mr. Morse as a part of the future."
and the Rollins Chapel Choir sang, educational institutions in the
Semicentennial celebration of the
The Call to Worship was lead "The Heavens are Telling" from United States. Harvard's fund
College in 193B.
by Bryant Prentice, and L.aura Lou Haydn's "The Creation".
totals $131,099,000.

Is Granddaughter of Former
Trustee of Rollins

SPEAKS IN CHAPEL

Gary Cooper says:
*lt's plain common sense for me to
prefer this light smoke'*
"A little over a year ago I
changed to Luckies because I en.'
joy the flavor of their tohacco.
Ever since, my throat has heen
in fine shape. As my voice and
throat mean so much to me in my
business, ifs plain common sense
forme to prefer this light smoke.
So I'm strong for Luckies!"

Eda's

I N PARAMOUNT'S "THE PLAINSMAN"
DIRECTED BY CECIL B. DE MILLE

Swimmin' Time

Baggett's Standard Station
Complete Tire and Battery Service
Corner E. Park & Fairbanks Ave.

SHELLUBRICATION FOR YOUR CAR

Newcomers Shell Station
Corner Fairbanks & E. Park Ave.

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS

— —.

Thames'

—y

MARKETESSEN
AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

You'll look trim in the
water or on the beach, if
you're wearing a Jantzen.
See the new Kava-Sheen
Lastex Trunks that give
you that luxurious skin-fit.
Priced at $4.95.
Other Jantzens, $2.95
and up.
G. & M. Trunks $1.95
and up.
(Hi-Boys and Wykies)
Locker-room
sandals,
men's, $1.95, colors, white
adn blue.
Women's sandals, white
only, $1.50.

R„C. BAKER, INC
at the corner, downtown

i v n independent survey was made recently
among professional men and women—lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Mr. Cooper verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio,
stage, screen and opera. Their voices are their
fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke
Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection
of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh
irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's
Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOS—
"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
•It's Toasted"-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH
Coprrleht 1937, The Ameriean Tobacco Company

THE

ESTABLISHED

IN

by Undergraduate
of Rollins.
1894

WITH

THE

Students

FOLLOWING

EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, wellt .funded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore vnthout a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all- these will be found ufon
investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

1933

Member
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Distributor of

Golle6iate Di6est
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Publication Office;
Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
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STUDENT
OPINION

Enyart (ignoring Weinberg's r e m a r k ) :
Could we ask them to speak three times?
Anderson (stopping short) :
they are friends of Rollins.

Remember,

Holt (approaching Enyart) : What do you
mean, A r t h u r ?
Enyart (rising to the occasion) : We
could distribute the people in the theatre, the
chapel and Rec Hall.
Weinberg (jumping up and down and clapping his hands) : Now they can all hear Watson, Kenyon and the rest. That's sure
Put-nam in.

193^

Plssocided GoUeBiote Press

SCENE THREE
Time: Same day at 5 p. m.
Place: Annie Russell Theatre.
Weinberg, Enyart and Anderson are sitting together. Marjorie Rawlings has just
finished and is walking back to her seat.
Anderson: She looks fresh as a daisy after
a third time.

Weinberg: As I always say, gentlemen,
National Adevrtising Representative:
NATIONAL ADVERTrSINa SERVICE, INC.
Rawlings goes rollin' along.
420 Madison Avenue, New Yorlt City
Enyart (ignoring Weinberg) : They say
400 Nortli Michig-an Avenue. Chicago
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the John Palmer Gavit won't speak a third time.
United States $1.60 a term (12 weel<s), $2.60 for
Weinberg: So he Gav- it up as a bad
vwo terms, or $3.00 for the full coliege year.
job, eh?
of March 3. 1879.

SANDSPUR

self): I Gro-ver-y old during Founders' Week
each year.

Snlltua ^anJii0pur
Published Weekly

ROLLINS

Park. Flor
SCENE FOUR

EDITORIAL STAFF
Time: Same day at 6 p. m.
Editor
ROBERT H. VAN BEYNUM
Place: Dr. Holt's office.
Associate Editor
JACK MacGAFFIN
News Editor
ISABELLE RODGERS
Dr. Holt, Anderson, Enyart, Grover and
Managing Editor
ROBERT MacARTHUR Weinberg are sitting around. All look very
Sports Editor
WILLIAM BINGHAM relieved—somewhat tired and worn.
Feature Editor
STEVEN BAMBERGER
Holt( rising from his chair and going to
Society Editor
HELEN BROWN
Exchange Editor
CAROLiTN BARRETT the window) : Well, let's hope we won't have
FEATURES WRITERS
rain tomorrow.
Jane •VV'illiird, Steven Marberger, Sally Hammond,
Marcelle Hamomnd, Betty Meyers, Richard Lee, "WilGrover (going over to see a book on Dr.
liam Davis, Terry Oldham, Fred Liberman, Seymour
Ballard, George Fuller, Alfred McCreary.
Holt's desk) : The paper says its going to
REPORTER.^
Ann Earle, Emily Showalter, Nan Poeler, Carl How- clear up.
land, Helen Brown, Jack Rich, Mary Whiteley, James
Edwards, Warren Goldsmith, George Fuller, Wendel
Enyart (lighting a cigarette): I wish I
Davis, Joan Baker, Arthur Brownell, Fentiress Gardcould get Watson to come to my Investments
class on Tuesday.
;illa Smith, Lo
Bills, Ruth Bmdley, Betty Mower.
Anderson (leaning back in his chair, with
BUSINESS STAFF
his chest out and thumbs in armholes of
Business Manager
PAUL TWACHTMAN
vest)
: Well, men, Rollins has gained more
Advertising Commissioner
RICHARD ALTER
Assistant
MORT LICHTENSTEIN friends. It was a program to write home
about,
I'd say. We sure did a swell job in
Circulation Managers
ROBERT MacARTHUR
THOMAS COSTELLO gettnig it i'ixed this morning.
Weinberg (looking at E n y a r t ) : En-yart of
our lord 1937, A. D. solved the problem.
The Moral of this Play: Rollins rose to an
emergency in an excellent manner when
forced to do so on Sunday.
The Sandspur wants to congratulate those
responsible for carrying out the Animated
Magazine
program under such adverse conSCENE ONE
Time: Sunday morning, February 21, at ditions.

Rising^ to An Emergency

February 18, 1(137.
Dear Readers and Bam;
.After reading Bamberger's puerile prattle last week, we decided
that a.s long as we have been harboring a viper in our bosom (the in- *
imitable Bam happens to be a member of the staffr something should
be done about it.
In last week's column friend
Bam said, "For quite a time now
the Sandspur has tajjen unprecedented liberties with its contributors." WGW like to say right no'v
Steve that we think it i.« a downright shame. However, we feel
even sorrier for the poor Editor
who is credited with inserting tho.se
witty(7) but slightly juvenile Ed.
Notes which you insert in your
column and with which your drivel
is redundant.
Another e.xcerpt from last week's
Footnotes says, "the innumerable
misprints in text are enuf to make
a common typographical error
seem like a thing of beauty." We'd
like the readers of the Sandspur
to know that Bam proof reads his
o-rni "colyum" as he so cutely calls
it. Even spelling is phonetically
Bam, you don't spell jealousy
"jalousy". The way you spell it,
it sounds like the answer a Swede
would make if asked what he
thought of your "colyum"—.la,
lousy. That is almost as bad as
some of your puns. Another thing,
we've always spelled it which, not
"whcih" like you did last week,
however we w-on't complain much
about a little thing like this as
we know how easy it is to get your
" i ' s " and "c's" mixed after a hard
night at Chris'.
The worst of all though, the
gj-cat denouement so's to sjieak. is
Bamberger gently chiding us for
not letting out the fact that the
By STEVEN H. BAMBERGER
office phone can be used free for
Feb. 9, 193T
out-of-town calls. Now we've not
The'Editor of the Sandspur:
let this out because we figured
Founders' Week! A-a-a-ah friendsr That magic name! That be] How about a little war? W, that if everyone knew this fact,
-witching byword! What golden memories it brings to mind. What haven't come to that yet, but i the goose that was laying the goldmellow dreams it doth invoke. Why it seems like only yesterday -ihit I would be very easy to get involved,
egg might have its head lopped
-were celebrating last year's Founders' Week, like th« day-before- ! if things were to break the -wrong ; ^ff du to too much work. Tn view
terday that we were celebrating the year-before-last's Founders' j way in Europe-. Then the Eollins j ^f ti^js ^.^ restrained our calls to
Week and like ;he day-before-the-day-before-yesterday that we were men who have such pleasant plarts ' places within a radius of one huncelebrating the Founders' Week of, the year-before-the-ycar-before- j (or work and marriage and home j r e j miles, ffowcver, when last
last. Oh, mes amis, tempus fugit. Founders' Week fugit, everything would find them all a rfream. Called ' month's telephone bill got to the
fuffits. Yes, everything fugits except maybe the fugit-me-nots an-1 to make the world safe for de-j office (E. T.'s office) there was
nobody seems to care whether they fugit or not. So lets fugit about j mocracy, they might go overseas ! charged to the Sandspur a call to
the whole matter and begin ane-ir.
I to face tanks, machine guns, bomb- j Asbury Park, N. J. That -ivas carall those glori
ing planes and gas. Many of the.-n | ,.y;ng a good thing too far and the
Founders' Weeks of the past, those ing some of his experiences as the ![ would
v
not come back. Later Rol- ^ call was traced and we'll be damned
epoch-making Founders' Weeks editor of a little newspaper he had 1
Id erect a memorial tablet if it w a s n l discovered that our
that changed the destinies of man- put out while coming over on the to them
the chapel, and each littel Bamby had made it.
kind. Could anyone foreet the Mayflower in his youth. Afte one would have his name enrolled i Mow we can't even call Orlando
week that Adam found Eve, the ^ that was over, we hurriedly gulp- in enduring bronze.
| from the Sandspur office. We
week that Samson found Delilah, i ed down our coffee, gobbled up
If anyone does not -want to have thank yow Bam. No longer can
the week that Minsky found Gypsy i our yum-yums and left.
touch with otn- Orlando
to go, he can do something about
Lee and the week that Holt j The Animated Magazine turned it. Strong neutrality legislation late dates without paying a nickel;
found Rollins? Egad, what weeks. I out to be a perfect exampl of j will be an important help to kee])- WL. will probably get more sleep as
And what about those noted Found- I what the two-hour working day g us out of European quarrels. a result.
ers of long ago ? What about Lief will probably be like in the fuutre.
We don't want to make our pulThe members of Congress find
the Lucky, Eric the Red (not a The celebrities worked in shifts.
easier to do the wise and rightf ing a s long as yours Steve, so we'll
communist though), Chris Columhad they ceased talking | thing when they know that the stop with a reproving wag of the
bus, DeSoto, Dodge, Buick, Ply- ] in Recreation Hall than they
constituents are backing them up. finger a t you.
mouth? Don't they all deserv^^ j whisked to the Chapel and scur- Let your representative and your
THE MONKET WENCHES.
their share of recognition and ried from there to the theatre. senators know that you rely on
praise ? Yes, and especially Ply- j xh
Feb. 12, 1937.
them to work foi- sti-ong neutrality
Dear Students:
mouth, for Plymouth brings us | t},ere any rubbers or umbrellas,
This letter is addressed to the
right up to the most recent of our j Everybody got wet in a drippy
If you don't know their names,
Founders' Weeks—the 1937 edi- | gopt of way. After the
find out the next time you write students and is; entirely their intion.
j Lord Davies drank some al
home. Don't hesitate because you terest.
The student body has but one
The name Plymouth, of course, j Walter Royale went to bed,
are embarrassed to write to a conremind us of the Plymouth Rock
What happened to the seniors i gressman. You will be much more way in which it may express its
and the Plymouth Rock naturally
I Monday morning last nobody I embarrassed to be conscripted for opinion and that is through the
Sandspur. Bat so far the paper has
reminds us of the Pilgrim Fathers ! seems to know or care but its a j military service Europe.
been of littfe value in this respect.
who, in turn remind us of the | ^i^jj, they weren't at the Convoca(Continued on page 6, col. 1)
EDWIN L. CLARKE.
Alumni that were floating around • ji^n exercises. The fact that

Footnotes

THE FACULTY
SPEAKS

9:00 a. m.
Place: By the telephone table in Dean Anderson's house.
The telephone rings. Dean Anderson comes
At the Annual Sandspur Luncheon last
to the phone in bathrobe and slippers, with Friday, John Palmer Gavit, widely known
hair not combed and eyes half open. "Hello— journalist, was the principle speaker. Those
Oh, good morning. Dr. Holt. It's raining" 6f the Sandspur staff who attended the
Yes, of course it is. Hm!! What are we go- luncheon were fortunate to hear from a man
ing to do? Wait, I'll call Weinberg. Can whose experience has been such that he was
you get a hold of Grover and E n y a r t ? Yes, j preeminently fitted to speak on such an ocfine, we'll meet in your office at eleven after
casion.
chapel"
Firstly his knowledge of the journalistic
SCENE TWO
field is exhaustive. Secondly, h i s i n t e r e s t in
Time: Same day, at 11:15 a. m.
colleges has made him more than familiar
Place: Dr. Holt's office.
with the possibilities and opportunities ofAnderson is pacing the floor. Enyart is fered by an undergraduate newspaper. His
seemingly gazing off into space, but he is background includes both of the principle"
really concentrating very deeply.
Grover elements which determine the course of col- the campus several days ago. Judg- everybody else, attended, saved the
ing by those Alumni, it would seem | j^y^ The photographers seemed to
is mumbling about his autographed (first legiate journalistic enterprise.
that the last graduating class of j jjg busier than any others present,
edition if you please) copy of "Gone With
Mr. Gavit offered to the assembled guests Rollins College was of the 1860s taking pictures of the Chapel,
The Wind". Weinberg, who is spryly tap- one of the best pieces of constructive criti- and even at that late date, com- ^ President Holt, themselves and the
ping his fingers on the table, is saying for cism which has been given to those respon- paratively few must have grad- I guests. There were very many
guests. The Convocation exercises
the sixth time, "An-der-son won't shine to- sible for the Sandspur's policy in some uated.
The events of the week can be lasted three hours. We were not
day."
time. It was nothing new; nothing startling,
roughly categoried into three there. Amen.
Anderson (after a long pause stops ab- but something which is likely to become obgroups: Dinners, Animated Magaruptly) : Why is Chapel so long? We have scured to those who are nearest to the Sand- zine and Convocation exercises. Of j And so another Founders' Week
A young lady was called
to do a lot of planning. Where is Dr. Holt? spur. Mr. Gavit pointed out that the Sand- the dinners, the one that was of ihas "bit the dust" to p u t it into bed one morning a t 5:00
the vernacular of the Iroquois. Anspur should reflect the atmosphere of Rol- most interest to the campus was other Founders' Week has gone to The following dialogue ens
Weinberg (smiling gayly) : Let's call
the Sandspur luncheon. It was | join its many predecessors. The
Voice—Hello!
lins College.
Holt to this chapel program.
the first occasion that the entire Alumni are being wheeled out of
Lady—Hello.
Enyart (ignoring Weinberg's remark)
It often happens in the accomphshment of
Grover are these speakers a good natured any task worthy of the name, that the means staff had all assembled at . one ;Winter Park every day. The stu- Voice—^How are you thif
meeting and what a staff it turned : j^;;;~"aje once
taking
posbunch ? I mean can they take it
looms so large that it becomes more impor- out to be. • Even Van Beynum was j
Lady—All right.
Grover (looking puzzled, but nevertheless tant than the end in the eyes of those con- astonished. No one had ever session of the campus and the first
Voice—Then I guess I must ha^
smiling faces have already
interested): Why, all authors are good na- cerned. In the attempt to present a finished dreamed that practically half of few
^^^^ jjje appearances along with the WTong number.
tured. Of course^ they can take it. They product its purpose is often sacrificed in fa- the campus was presumably
—Widow.
occasional robin red-breast and
have to be able to take it to reach the top. vor of some technical point of proficienc.v
for the Sandspur.
few flowers-that-bl oom-in-the"I say, old man, may I borrow
Anderson (looking out the window towards The result is an entity perhaps perfect ir
'^''J'-.^'^'il?.'"'..!! •!!.L'™*''™ I Spring. The"prof7ss"o'rs7"aiwayi a match?"
few. The more important of
the chapel): At last, chapel is getting out. itself, but of impaired usefulness.
the last to shed their austerit;
"Certainly, here, take several."
the Sandspur writers were waiting are beginning to molt and it won't
Weinberg (sitting in the same place tap
"Oh, thanks, really, but one's all
The Sandspur staff is more than grateful tabic? and the bored members of thc be long before we can ask Prof.
ping hi) fingers on the table): So, chapel
staff amused themselves by play- Weinberg to give us a snappy fan- I ca never chew a t a time."
to
Mr.
Gavit.
As
in
other
fields
of
endeavor,
has finally come to a Holt.
—Froth.
ing
games,
the
most
conspicuous
of
,
^^.^^^
Enyart (ignoring Weinberg's remark) : destructive criticism based on personal preju- which consisted of placing the in- ; ,^,.„;„" The Beanery has stopped
The Harvard Man's Guide, the
Say, Grover, do you mind giving the same dice is to be had for the asking and praise dex fingers of their left hands serving caviar, "Stew" is fast forof the same kind is not wanting. It is sel- along side of their olfactory or- getting the little French he learn- pamphlet which produced last year
talk more than once?
ed for the occasion, H. B. Warner
Grover (hesitating on his reply) : No— but dom, however, that in a few words construc- gans. The loser was the fool or has moved out of Pugsley and it a list of recommended debutante
parties of the Boston season, has
tive criticism of such a nature, by one who the wise-guy (depending upon
it'depends on the audience.
ain't gonna rain no more.
issued a report on women's colwhether he or she cared enough)
The door opens. Dr. Holt walks in. He really knows, comes our way.
There's only one thing left to leges. Of deepest interest to us at
who was oblivious to the antics of
takes off his coat, hangs it up
No Sandspur staff has ever claimed inSwarthmore is the assurance that
d
who
finally
found
:
do
now
and
we
might
as
well
hurry
Holt (turning towards Anderson): Have fallibility either fo ritself or for the paper. his neig;
up and d( it too. See yawl in Bryn Mawr's "reputation for beyou decided anything?
Thoughtful criticism is one of the essentials himself to be the only individual Harpers. i.-a-ah Founders' Week! ing intellectual" is "an ugly ru•who was in any way acting normor", "entirely unsupported by
Anderson (still pacing the floor) : Not yet, which we prize most highly, for it is only
mally. This laugh provoking form
facts!"
but we can't fail. We must please the friends by such means that we can continue to im- of amusement formed no end of
"Vassar has a notoriously beauprove your paper and give you a Sandspur mirth until one of the orators, obof Rollins.
olen of Troy was
tiful group of females, and after
to get her gowr
Weinberg (looking very pleased with him- of which you can be justly proud.
viously an alumnus, began relat-

What Gavit Offered

CLIPSfrom other

newspapers

all that is the epitome of what not
to miss," the booklet comments.
Fortunate is the undergraduate
who has a "chance to love both
wisely and Welle.sley" it adds!
A criminology class a t Syracuse
University has discovered that mo-^
rons dance as well, if not better,
than most people of normal mentality. They are gifted with an
abnormally developed sense of
rhythm. This affords an interesting sidelight on the socially-minded.—Campus News (New Jersey
College for Women).
"That's a hot number," said the
steer, as the glowing brand was
pressed against his tender flank.—
Log.
Frosh: That chicken we had in
the lunchroom today was hatched
by an incubator all right.
Soph: How do you know?
Frosh: No chicken that ever
knew a mother's love could grow
up to be as tough as that.—Exchange.
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NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS
By BILL BINGHAM

J We are still hearing talk that the Louis-Pastor track-fight was
1. ixed, but we don't place any stock in it for the simple reason that
i.|[ie Detroit Bomber would gain nothing from it. The cash customers
J, o to a Louis fight to see somebody get dumped to the canvas and ^
;i aw fights such as the Pastor furore would definitely put Louis out
f the top box office appeal which he now holds. Louis can't afford
.. 3 take a chance.

This fight also leads to the Question of whether a fighter troes
into a ring to win or just to stay the distance. Pastor, the former
N. Y. U. football player, obviously entered the ring with the latter idea in mind and carried it through for ten rounds. During
the fight there was the tenseness that at any moment during
the bout Louis might connect with one of his kayo punches and
this served to make it interesting, but after it was all over and
Louis had won a decision, the spectators realized that as a boxing spectacle the match was a floo.

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Tar Fencers Trim Georgia Tech, 16 to 1
ROLLINS SWEEPS
SABRE AND EPEE
BOUTS; }MN FOIL

PHI DELTS WIN
O V E B I A.'S
BY 26-1]

Cetrulo and Townsend
Win Four Matches Each to
Lead Scorers, Hagenbuch Takes Three Out
Of Four and Corlies Two

Murray and Levy Tally 12
Points Each to Lead
Team Scorers
THE X CLUB DEFAULTS
Independents Also Default To
Phi Delt Quintet

Presenting a varied attack from
their previous lethargic playing
iron man quintet of Phi DelTheta put on the pressure to
stem a determined Kappa Alpha
five in one of the best games witnessed in Rec Hall this season, defeating their rivals 26-17 before
an enthusiastic gathering of partisan spectators.
irly yet to even attempt to pick the winners in the
Led by the sharpshooting eyes
•
league
baseball
scramble,
but
several
of
the
clubs
coming maj'
of Don Murray and Ed Levy, who
have major Ifs" which will have to pan out before they can be
scored 12 and ten points respectiveconsidered a pennant winners. One of the most interesting of
ly, the Phi Delts in introducing
' these "ifs" i Lon Warneke, recent Cub twirler, and his relationtheir new "squirrel cage offense '
ship with Di Dean and his Gas House gang from St. Louis. Dean
out-rivaled their opponents from
been able to get along with other star Cardinal hurlers
the opening whistle.
the club and was a main reason for the trading of Paul DerElmo Miller, besides being one
irer and Tex Carleton.
of the best floor men in the College Hoop League, placed himself
in the leading scorer's bracket by
ally irritated by Dean's braggadocio and caging 12 points. Viewed by many,
Derringer
ival clubhouse shin-digs with the eccentric he was the outstanding man on
being traded have played a better brand of the floor Thursday night.
ine. Both pitchers
Here IS the s.uit.i Anila track as it appears from the air, shownty games for Cincinnati last yea rand CarleDerringer •
Both teams were wary as the
mg g:randstand. paddotk and mfield. And, inset, is Indian Broom.
had a good year with the Cubs from Chicago.
game opened, each depending on
the horse which inaj sweep Santa Anita clean on Feb 27.
strong defenses and opportunityseeking offenses. The Phi Delts
were first to score and soon comThe question now is whether Warneke, lean, silent Arkansan,
manded a 6-1 lead at the end of
will let Dean's manner affect his pitching. If he can continue
the first period.
his good work and Paul Dean's arm is okay, the Cardinals wil! be
At halftime, the winners had
hard to beat.
built up their lead to 19-7 before
Last Tuesday night saw the first
the losers found their scoring eyes.
feting of the newly organized
Next Saturday night in RecreaOpening the second half, Mo Mil)llins Yacht Club with some 14
The New York Giants, last year's National League champions
tion Hall the girls' basketball
lot appear to have the stuff to repeat. Only an inspired drive in late ler sank three long shots in a row members attending. Play rehear- teams will meet the College of
and other engagements kept
August and September, such as the Cub's twenty-one game winning and the warhoops of their cheering
Charleston in two games.
jtreak in 1935, won for them last year. The club has too many posi- section were made known. Levy more from attending. The club
The first team will consist of the
tions occupied by fading veterans. Terry at first is retiring, Jackson sank a foul and an under-the-bas- sponsor. Dr. Farley, was in chartje six girls who were chosen for the
at third will manage Jersey City this year, and Fitzsimmons, Man- ket flip to make the score read, of the meeting and explained the varsity last fall. These are Mari22-13.
Bucko
Johnson
and
George
purpose
of
the
yacht
club,
the
posicuso, and Ott are no spring chickens. Added to this, Whitehead and
lyn Tubbs, Mary Acher, and Anne
Bartell may not play the same scintillating ball that marked their Miller each parted the creases with tion of the administration and the Whyte, forwards; Marcia Stoddard,
a two point counter as the K. A.s prospective future of the organizaplay last year.
Jessie Steele, and Priscilla Smith,
pressed continually. Mo Miller's tion.
guards. The second team will
last basket put the score at 22-19
before the Phi Delts again scored.
With enough interest aroused in consist of Lora Ladd, Eleanor
Gwinn and Polly Raoul, forwards;
The Chicago Cubs have a nicely balanced team with capable reHowever, three quick baskets by the college, Dr. Farley foresaw an Betty Jack, Ruth Myers, and Arserves. Rip Collins, received from the Cards in the Warneke trade,
Murray and Levy iced the contest excellent future for collegiate yacht lene Brennan, guards.
will fill a gaping hole at first, base and with Billy Herman, Bill
and the game ended with the Phi racing at Rollins. The immediate
Jurges and Stan Hack will form an infield that will compare with
Delts breaking the loser's defense objective of the club is the raisingany in the league. Parmalee is a question mark. He has the
of money for boats. Already four
time and again.
stuff but will never be a great pitcher unless he can master his
Moth boats are being ordered by
control. The Cubs will be in the running.
Rimmed Baskets
individuals in the club. Four of its
Friday night's games were all members have Moths now and with
forfeited, the X Club losing to these boats as a nucleus, the orThe varsity golf team will open
The second half of the intramural basketball league is again resolv- Theta Kappa Nu, 1-0, and the In- ganization will petition other, yacht
its season against Florida next
ing into a dogfight between the Phi Delt and Theta Kappa Nu quin- dependents to the Phi Delts, 1-0. racing enthusiasts for donations to
Saturday. The first three positions
tets with the winner taking a big step toward clinching the Gary cup. Leading scorers on both clubs will be used in the purchasing of boats |
are clinched by George Victor, Bob
j
We'll take the T. K. N.s again, but if Levy can^Iick with his set-up take a drop in the rush for scor- fov, the club itself.
Caten, and Dick Baldwin. Victor
shots under the basket, it will probably be anybody's game up to the ing leadership as a result of the
It was pointed out at the meet- i is a freshman who has taken the
final whistle. Ed does a beautiful job of snagging the ball off the two forfeits.
number
one position vacated by
ing that the club as a unit would •
d, but still refuses to follow his shots in for his own rebounds.
There were many spills in the be able to enter various regattas ; Johnny Brown, former Maine
Phi Delt-K. A. scramble. R. Little staged by yacht racing centers ' champion. Cateji and Baldwin are
tripped while covering Ed Levy throughout the state. With added | holdovers from last year's team.
The intramural four-oared crew races promise to be extremely
Art Brownell and Marvin Scard sprained his ankle. Later in interest, the club hopes to hold a
close again this year and it looks to us as if every crew in the
the game, Murray intercepted a regatta of its own later in the i borough will meet in a playoff for
circuit will lose at least once. The Independent crew, champs last
the
final position. Besides the four
K. A. pass dnd put on the steam Spring.
;
year, is the one to beat, but Theta Kappa Nu has a heavy boat
single positions there will be two
while dribbling up the floor with
which may go places. We'd like to see the
nade about
It is planned to have member- ; best ball matches in which the
George Miller close on his heels.
used
one-fourth of a mile longer, as the half-m
As Murray leaped in the air to ship dues of five to ten dollars a ; players take turns stroking the
places too much premium on a good start.
shoot Miller hit him |rom the rear year, that money also being used j ball.
and the two went sprawling out of in the purchasing of boats for the ]
the entrance door landing on the club. Dr. Farley stated that the
college would secure racing buoys i
The fencing team certainly looked impressive in^ their 16-1 victory cement pavement.
for either Lakes Maitland or Virever Georgia Tech Saturday night at Rec Hall. However, the prep
[
school records' of the fencers are even more impressive. Cetrulo is a
A deluge of baskets were scored ginia to be used in races here.
former National Interscholastic champion, while Townsend was runthe Theta Kappa Nu-IndepenAs soon as tTie boa s arrive, inner-up that year. The final match lasted h&lf an hour before Ceti-ulo dent fiasco as the former swampWinter football will wind up Satpulled out at 5-4. Corlies is a National Junior Champion while Ha- ed the hapless Independents, 63-12. tramural recreational credit will
genbuch is the New Jersey Interscholastic titleholder.
Leaders in the scoring were Joe be given. Weekly ra ces will un- urday with a full length game beJustice with 19 points, Curray Bra- doubtedly be staged. besides in- tween two squads which have been
dy with 14, Bill Daugherty with 12 struction in the intrica cies of yacht working out separately for some
and Jack Justice with 10. Gard- racing and sailing by some of the time. This game will be the last
Sidelights: If Don Lash can keep it up, he looks like a cinch to
chance to see the 1937 edition of
ner
scored six and Castellucio four members of the club.
fake the 5000 meter run in the 1940 Olympics at Tokyo. . . Syijathe Tar football team until the
for the losers.
cuse Edditf O'Brien still has a chance at another Olympics if his
The second meeting of the yacht grid season swings around again
57.6 time for 500 yards means anything . . . a world's record by
club will be held tonight at 7:15, next fail and offers a splendid opThe
all-important
clash
between
the way. . . Thurm McPherson informs us that his pitching is
the Phi Delts and the Theta Kappa at which time election of officers portunity to look over some of the
"solid hell", but he didn't say for whose side.
comes off tomorrow night. will occur. All students interested new material.
Chief among this latter group
The Phi Delts, last year's cham- in joining the organization are inis Elmo Miller, brother of George,
pions, will be out to avenge their vited to attend.
who is rated as being even faster
earlier defeat at the hands of the
than his fleet brother, although as
Justice boys in its first half enyet not quite so shifty.
counter. Seating capacity will be
a premium tomorrow night with
Team
ly
arrivals
obtaining
the
few
Player—
lice seats.
T. K. N.
•loe Justice
: It seems to us that no fighter should enter the ring with the sole
i atention of staying the limit, because if such is the case it is obvious
• hat he is overmatched and the fight will be a dud. The great maI ority of fans prefer a slugfest to scientific boxing and it lowers the
: evel of boxing as a sport if one fighter refuses to fight such as PasI or did in the Louis go. If boxing is to continue as a top professional
: .port, the contestants will have to mix it from start to finish.

TILLER TALK

Girls' Basketball
Team Plays College
' of Charleston Soon

GolfTeamToOpen
Season With Game
Against Florida U.

Sweeping the sabre and epee bouts and losing but one match with
the foil, the Rollins College fencing team overwhelmed Georgia Tech
by a score of 16-1 at Recreation Hall Saturday night. The Tar squad
had previously defeated Tech in December by a 14-3 margin. The
decisive manner of the victory stamps the team as being the most
powerful in the South and one of the best in the country.
The Georgia Tech fencers, fighting for every match, were unable
to cope with the evident superiority of the Tar fencers as they
were able to take but one match
to a five and four decision and
this they managed to convert into
their only victory. Reisman defeated Hagenbuch in this bout.
Win By Half Length; K. A.s Captain Don Cetrulo and Gene
Townsend, Tar veterans, each won
Beat Phi Delts in 3.19
four matches to lead the Rollins
victory parade. Jack Hagenbuch,
NEW COURSE RECORD after losing his first match, came
back to take three in a row while
Unde
blu
sted topping Corlies won two, Cheney and Ehrand over the wind sprinkled waters horn one each without any defeats
of Lake Maitland, the fours of being chalked up against them.
Kappa Alpha and Theta Kappa
Coach Roney is satisfied that the
Nu submerged the oarsmen of Phi Tars are the cream of the crop
Delta Theta and X Club last Mon- among the southern schools and
day afternoon in the initial races has come out with a statement that
of the 1887 intramural crew series. Rollins is willing to fence any colmargin over the Phi lege which wishes to contest that
Delts was two and one-half lengths,
while Theta Kappa Nu swept to a
Although facing stiffer opposiclose one length victory over an tion than that offend by the Miunderrated but stubborn X Club ami fencers, the newTnen on the
four.
squad performed brilliantly. EhrIn the first race, the Phi Delts horn, a substitute, showed up very
jumped to a short lead which they well, and seems to have great posheld for a third of the race when "bilities, while the others lived up
backwash from the oar of Nate to their reputations.
Bedell, No. 2 man, hit stroke Ray
The next home match will be
Hickok's oar, thereby causing the
th St. Johns Naval Academy
latter to catch a crab. The Phi frpm Annapolis, Maryland, on
Delts vainly attempted to regain March 12 here. The team will then
their stride but visibly tired them- leave on their northern tour where
selves. Meanwhile, he K. A.s, in they will meet Army, Navy, C. C.
hibiting
consistently
smooth
Princeton, whom they destrokes, continued their pace until feated last year, and other ranka final spurt near the finish line ing college teams.
they lifted their stroke to a
The scores follow:
blazing triumph. The K. A.s held
Foils
the best time of the day with three
minutes and 19 seconds.
Rollins
Ga. Tech
Theta-X Club clash was a Cetrulo 5
_. Reisman 2
battle all the way. Each boat was Cetrulo 6 ..._
_
Fagan I
away to a good start and clung to Cetrulo 5
Waite 0
each other until the final spurt in Townsend 5
Fagan 2
when the losers tired at the fast Townsend 5
Waite 1
Both boats were evenly Townsend 5
Reisman 1
matched until the final two hun- Hagenbuch 5
Conklin 0
dred yards when the combined Hagenbuch 4
Reisman 5
weight of the winners pulled them Corlies 5
_
Waite 2
to victory.
Sabre
The Phi Delts were minus then- Townsend 5
Fagan 2
regular cox, Ralph Gibbs, who left Cetrulo 5
_
Fagan 3
for St. Petersburg at the last moGreaves 5 ..._._
Conklin 3
ment. Quarterback Gerard Kirby
Hagenbuch 5
Sonklin 2
took the helm and performed well
his first attempt as coxswain.
Epee
Cheney 2
_
Reisman 1
Lineup of the crews:
Kappa Alpha: No. 1, Koechert; Ehrhorn 2
Carran 0
No. 2, Bradley; No. 3. Reed; stroke. Corlies 2 .-_
_
Fagan 1
lowles; and Mo Miller, cox.
Hagenbuch 2
Fagan 0
Phi Delta Theta: No. 1, McKay;
o 2, Smith; No. 3, Bedell; stroke,
jump and Earle Meadows the pole
Hickok, and Kirby, cox.
Theta Kappa Nu: No. 1, ThompThe the track events Owens took
n; Nr. 2, Dennis; No. 3, Hoy; the 100 and 200 for the United
stnoke, Barrington, and Fulton, States while Hardin took the hur-

T. I r s DEFEAI
THE K GLUB GREW

dles and Johnson the 800 meter
X Club: No. 1, Whitelaw; No. 2, run. Helen Stevens took the 100
Prentiss; No. 3, Cunningham; meter dash for women for Uncle
troke, MacGaffin, and Brabant,

Scrimmage Game to
Be Played At Last Mr. Watson Shows
FootbaJI Practice Motion Pictures of
Olympics on Tuesday

Tennis Match With
Florida Cancelled;
Will Play Saturday

LEADING SCORERS

Don Murray
Jack Justice
Ed Levy
Frank Castelluccio
Marion Mclnnis
Elmo Miller
Buck Johnson
George Miller
Gerard Kirbv

Phi Delt
T. K. N.
Phi Delt
Independent
X Club
K. A.
K. A.
K. A.
Phi Delt

Intramural Basketball
Second Half
Team
Phi Delta Theta
Theta Kappa Nu
Kappa Alpha X Club
Independents

Won
3
2
1
0
0

Lost
0
0
1
2
3

The varsity tennis team consisting of Captain Hank Lauterbach,
Chick Prentice, Jack McKay, Bingo
Biroli, Jack Hall and Bill Bingham drove to Gainesville for the
scheduled match m t h the University of Florida but were rained out.
Bob Vogel was unable to go as he
was visiting his parents in Miami.
Manager George Gabriel is negotiating for a match next Friday
or Saturday with Florida again.

Colored sound pictures of, the
Olympic games were given in the
Annie Russell Theatre Tuesday
afternoon. The picture began with
the parade of nations and Hitler
taking the Olympic salute.
Action shots of the 100 and 200
meter dashes, the 400 meter hurdles, the 800 mete run and the
10,000 meter run for men and the
80 meter hurdles, and 100 meter
dash for women were shown, besides glimpses of Owens taking
the broad jump, Johnson the high

Intramural Basketball Schedule

iJonday, Feb. 22
Tuesday, Feb. 23
Thursday, Feb. 25
Friday, Feb. 26
Monday, March 1

30 P. M. X Club vs. T. K. N.
00 P. M. K. A. vs. Phi Delt.
30 P. M. K. A. vs. T. K.. N.
00 P. M. X Club vs. Independents.
30 P. M. Independents vs. Phi Delt.
00 P. M. K. A. vs. X Club.
30 P. M. Independents vs. T. K. N.
00 P. M. Phi Delt vs. X Club.
30 P. M. Independents vs. K. A.
00 P. M. Phi.Delt vs. T. K. N.

Florida Fashions
for Sun and Surf
Just seeing our beach and
play clothes makes you want to
take at least the day off and
spend leisure hours in these
comfortable and at the same
time good looking togs. The
bathing suits are the best lookOf .
mg '
you must have slacks and culottes, hats, bandanas, beach
robes, bags and shoes too.
Sportswear
Second Floor

Yowell-Drew's ORLANDO

THE

Inquiring Reporter
Question—What Are You Giving Up for Lent?

Greek L e t t e r Dance Given At |
Dubsdread C o u n t r y Club ;

E. Hayne '22, Severin Bourne '34,
Mrs. C. H. Abbott '86, Birdie Roxby '94, Virginia Orebaugh '36, Watt
Marchman '33, R. Lehman '29,
Emily Webster '24, Anne Catherine Stone '12, Maud Whitman '96,
Sillian Wilcox '99, Elizabeth Rash,
Stella Rose, Lillian Fishback, Margaret Eogers, Clara B.. Ward, Loretta Salmon, Gertrude Barnum,
Clara Bixler, Elizabeth Burleish,
Becky Caldwell, James Mobley, Dr.
Derard Miller, Mrs. S. Rice Miller, Robert Robertson, Rip Parsons,
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Stillman '31,
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Moore.

STUDENT
OPINION
(Continued^

page 4, col. 7)

It is not an organ of the students;
it is an administration suppressed,
an administration controlled paper
in that it is tacitly understood that
the opinions expressed are not to
run counter to the policies of the
administration.
Here is what should be dong.
Give adequate space where the student may propose changes. By this
I do not mean radical or foolish
changes but honest ones towards
perfecting, the functioning of student life.
Then if a suggestion seems
vi^orth while let the Sandspur publish a poll. If two-thirds of the
students vote for a change let the
campaign start and be followed
through to its completion. Unless
something better can be put forth.
Students you are the college;
you are why Rollins exists. So let's
get going! Almost every one of
you has fallen at some time under
the administration's whip against
your will and without being able
to make an adequate defense. To
cite examples—deferred rushing,
and the housing of outsiders in fraternity houses. So let's see the
Sandspur take a definite stand and
speak for the students and let's
have the students come out in the
open and ask for what they sincerely want.
A STUDENT.

Nan Poeller: Fm giving up.
Silvia Lima: Besides, giving up deserts, I am giving up all
my spare time (which isn't much).
Bob Mac Arthur: Bridge, sleeping, movies. Mower. Some fun!
Paul Twachtman: Forgetting.
Paul Parker: Life!
Al McCreary: Me too!
Betty Mower: Heckling Mac.

Gregrg" Entertains
Seminar Class Of
Useful Experience

TO GIVE
SERMON SONDAY

Practice what you preach. The
semiinar class on practical experience was given a delightful demonstration in the culinary art, by its Past Rector of Church of
Redeemer In Chicago
able pedagogue, Mr. Gregg. Tuesday evening, after listening to a
lecture in the morning upon the GRADUATE OF VERMONT
untrustworthiness of the world
outside the cloistered academic
The sermon a t the Morning
walls, the members of Seminar B Meditation next Sunday, February
were entertained royally by Mr.
28th, will be delivered by the Rev.
and Mrs. Dead Gregg, of 1378 John Henry Hopkins, D.D.
Richmond Road.
Dr. Hopkins was for many years
It was a joy to watch the steaks rector of the Church of the Resizzling over a charcoal fire, care- deemer in Chicago. At present he
fully tended by Mr. Gregg, in full is residing in Winter Park and
chef regalia. These steaks were holding the afternoon Lenten serbaisted with a secret formula, vices at the Cathedral in Orlando.
which Mr. Gregg called the sherEducated a t the University of
iff's sauce. We all believe this Vermont and at General Theologisauce was one of the greatest con- cal Seminary, Dr. Hopkins is the
tributing factors in giving the un- author of several books, and comusual flavor to the steaks.
poser of religious music. He reAfter a tomato and lettuce salad, ceived his degree of Doctor of Diand piping hot Parker House rolls, vinity from the University of Verthe entire group un-notched their mont in 1906.
belts to take on board a quarterpan-sized piece of apple pie a la
mode. The secret of the coffee
was wormed out of our teacher,
who heartily believes that all men
should be good cooks, as being
made by bringing to boil a pot of
Saturday nieht at 7:30 there was
coffee grounds, which had been a dinner in the College Commons
soaked for twelve hours in cold given in honor of Dr. Frederick
water.
Hendrick von Vlissingen, Lord
The party was indeed an unDavies, and Thomas J . Watson.
usual success. When twenty-two
Dr. Holt introduced Mr. Watson,
substantial gourments can be sat- who acted as toastmaster.
isfied to a man, including both
Heads of Chambers of Commerce
Dean Anderson and Dean Enyart, from Winter Park, Orlando, Orange
the affair could not help being a County, and the State of Florida
all gave short speaches.

Magazine Speakers
Honored At Dinner
In College Commons

A NANNUAL

Illustrated Books,
Paris, Spain, Given
To College Library

242 E. Park Ave.

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Davis Office Supply
19 E. Pine St., Orlando
Phone 4822

Office Equipment
Business Stationery
Loose Leaf
Shaeffer and Eversharp
pens
Artist Materials
Typewriters
Philatelic Supplies

O'NEAL-BRANCH
A

N

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 26,
Stradivarius String Quartet at the High School

SUNDAY. FEBRlUARY 28
Morning Meditation, Rev. John H. Hopki.
Chicago.
TUESDAY, MARCH 2
"Widdicombe Fair" dire. ;ted by Mrs. Rae at the High
School Auditorium unde r the auspices of the ParentTeachers Association.
WEDNESDAY. JIARCH 3
10:10

Assembly a t the An

Reception Held By
Mothers of Pi Phis
Art Department at
Given Tea Thursday
Alabama, Thursday By Pledges, Actives

Y

39 East Pine St.
Orlando
Copyright 1937, LIGGETT & MYEES TOBACCO Co.

Marie Howe and Eleanor Giessen
went to Jacksonville to attend tlit
Sirkin Concert.
Dorothy Bryn spent the weelj.
end in S t Petersburg visiting reU
tives.
Anne Whyte and Mink Whitelan
drove to Clearwater to visit .'Vnne's
parents who' are visiting in Clear,
water.
Olga and Joe Matthews attend,:
a family reunion in Miami during
the week-end.
Phyllis Dorr spent Friday night
in Daytona with her parents. They
accompanied her back to Wintei
Park fo attend the Animated Maga.

Anne Oldham spent Saturday
with her parents in Jacksonville.
Bob Vogel drove to Palm Bea,':
for the week-end.
Bill Scheu has returned to scho,.|
for a week. He has been in Clear,
water with his parents. Next week
they will motor to Miami.
Estella Bowles attended the Shv
kin Concert in Jack.sonville. Hn
mother came back to Winter Park
1 with her for the week-end activi.
I ties.
I Louise MacPherson visited Olcott
(Demming in Knoxville. Tenn.
\ Betty Harbison spent the weekJ
I end in Miami.

Speak Thursday at
Local High Schodl

! Board of Trustees |
M e e t Friday In
Chapel Choir Rooiq

Sockman Entertained
By Phi Delta Theta

Chesterfields an o u t s t a n d i n g cigarette.

Curling Irons
74c to $1.00

P

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

John Martin Lecture at the High School Auditor
All College Sing on the Lakefront.

'•Ab,

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

Rollins College Library has recently received from Mrs. A. E.
Dick two beautifully illustrated
books by the well known portrait
The Art Department of Rollins
The P Beta Phis gave a tea
and mural painter, George WharCollege held a reception to which last Thu sday, February 18, from I _,
- ,
»»
..
m
ton Edwards.
PARIS, published by the Penn. the public was invited at the Ala- 4 till 6, 1 honor of Mrs. Bradley, | D r . J o H u M a f t m T o
bama
Hotel
on
Thursday
afternoon
Mrs.
Yust,
Mrs.
Mills,
and
Mrs.
(
Publishing Company in 1924, with
February 18, from four to sixManwaring.
24 drawings in color and 23 in
Jane Harding, Ruth Meyers, and
monotone. As Mr. Edwards re- o'clock, to open a loan exhibition of
prints
from the private collections Carol George were in charge of arceived much of his training in art
On Thursday morning. February
rangements.
in Paris he was well qualified to of Winter Park.
The exhibition includes the work
Tea and sandwiches were served. 26th, at 11 o'clock. Dr. John Marwrite this book.
tin will give his weekly lecture in
SPAIN issued in similar binding of Andre Smith and Ruth Doris
I " " ' ^'^^ ^'^''<"'' Auditorium.
by the same publishers in 1926 has Swett, prominent Winter Park Thpfne Fnforfain
,^
.
.
,
' His subject will be "Comraun26 drawings in color and 22 inartists.
Among the historical names in
M a r j O r i e R a W n n g S j l s m , Fascism, and Democracy: Pomonotone, all done during the sumlitical Aspects".
,
mer of 1925, while the author was the catalogue are Pennell, Whistler, Goya, Daumier, Hogarth, DurAfter the Convocation on Mons is open to the public. Al
in Spain.
er,
and
Rembrandt.
day
morning
Mrs.
Marjorie
Rawcollection
will
be
taken.
Mr. Edwards received training
The exhibtiion will continue lings was the guest of the Kappa
in art also in Antwerp. He reAlpha Theta sorority.
ceived medals for exhibits in Bos- through March 3.
She was introduced to the actives ,
ton in 1884 and 1890. He has writOn March 19 the folk dancers and pledges and was shown the '
ten many books.
will give a demonstration of Eng- new Theta lodge. Mrs. Rawlings
lish Country and Morris dances at is a Theta, too.
,
the luncheon meeting of Florida
_
On Friday, February 19, th^
Directors of Physical Education
In order to study the ght-life I Board of Trustees of Rollins CoH
and Health Departments in OrPflaum.pege held their annual Founder*^
Florida Beta of Phi Delta Theta lando, at the invitation of Mr. Ho- debate coach , at Kan.sas State , Week meeting.
entertained Ralph W. Sockman and bart Hooser, Director of Athletics. Teacher's College, has put up c
This adjourned meeting was heli
Dean Enyart at a smoker on SunOn March 7, the team will dance
ISS wren-house, with electric in the choir room of Knowlel,
day evening, February 21.
at the Altamonte Hotel.
ht attachments, in his backyard. Memorial Chapel.
I

... sun-cured in the tobacco
fields of Turkey and Greece

The Bennett Electric
Shop

M

AFFAIR

The all-college Greek Letter
Dance, sponsored by the fraternities and sororities a t Rollins, was
held a t Dubsdread Country Club
Saturday night, February 20.
This dance is an annual affair
given every year during Founders'
Week. All of the visiting, alumnae
were invited to attend.
Chaperones were Mrs. Lester,
Mrs.
Wilcox, Mrs. Banzhaf, Mr.
and Mrs. Wattles, Mr. and Mrs.
Stone, and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Clark. •
Music was furnished by Charles
Dickenson's orchestra from Tarn-

. ,^t6i3tm6 o^rJ\A

50 sheets - 50 envelopes - 65c

O

.

Spanish Club Meeting a t Mrs. Lamb's.
Symphony Concert at the High School Auditorii

TT

The Rollins Press Store, Inc.

C

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 23
IS

. . . t h e s e a r e t h e spicy leaves t h a t h e l p m a k e
New "Rollins College"
Stationery

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24. 19iW

SA N D S P U R

COLLEGE OANGE
HELD m m i

THE
The following alumnae were on
the campus during Founders Week:
Ann Shook '29, Eleanor Blish '30,
D. H. Fordham '17, Helen Steinmetz '04, H, R. Hudson, Ada Yothers '05, Mary Branham '11, Mrs.
Carol Cockenour '30, Herbert A.
Martin '12, Drace D, Bingham,
Evelyn Clark, Lilian Bingham, Mrs.
Scott C. Babey, Clara Louise Guild,
'90, Frank H. Gale, Jacob Gazan
'90, Mabelle O'Neal '11, W. A. Harris Jr. '29, Florence Hudson, '98,
Helen Carr '30, Orpha Hodson '31,
Ethel Hahn '30, Barbara Parsons
'35, Dorothy Davis '30, T. W. Windorn '25, John Neville '02, Mrs. M.
Taylor '22, Martha B. Marsh '36,
Nancy Brown '29, Jewel Lewter '31,

ROLLINS

GKANCE

